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Christmas Angels

Instruction
T007K012

Material Used Article Number Quantity
SIO-2 PLUS® Soft-Clay, 1000 g, white 503088 1

SIO-2 PLUS® Soft-Clay white, 5000 g 599105 alternatively

SIO-2 PLUS® Soft-Clay white, 20 kg 519556 alternatively

SIO-2 PLUS® Soft-Clay, 1000 g, terracotta 503077 1

SIO-2 PLUS® Soft-Clay, 5000 g, terracotta 500533 alternatively

SIO-2 PLUS® Soft-Clay, 20 kg, terracotta 519811 alternatively

Wooden Stamp - Snow Crystal, approx. 95 x 100 mm 729160 1

Wooden Stamp - Snow Crystal, approx. 120 x 125 mm 729171 1

Wooden Stamp - Snow Flake, approx. ø 65 mm 729148 1

Wooden Stamp - Snow Flake, approx. ø 100 mm 729159 1

Marabu Do-it Colour Spray, 150 ml, silver 568706 1

Marabu Do-it Colour Spray, 150 ml, gold 568717 1

Deco & Lifestyle Hobby Paint 230 ml, white 446228 1

Deco & Lifestyle Hobby Paint, antique gold, 230 ml 446712 1

Deco & Lifestyle Hobby Paint 230 ml, copper 446620 1

Creall® Dacta Color Poster Paint, 500 ml, white 446686 alternatively

Creall® Dacta Color Poster Paint, 500 ml, gold 446837 alternatively

Aluminum Wire, approx. ø 2 mm x 3 m, black 203947 3

Binding Wire, approx. 0,65 mm x 35 m, 100 g/reel, blue 201006 1

Wooden Balls with Hole, raw, approx. ø 15 mm, hole approx. 4 mm, pack of 20 601893 1
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1. Draw star and triangle shape on paper (or copy shapes from the internet in the desired size).

2. Cut out paper shapes (for later use as model).

3. Knead soft-clay until a little warm.

4. Roll out a clay slab of approx. 10 mm.

5. Emboss soft-clay with the desired stamp.

6. Place paper model (triangle/star) on the embossed clay and cut around the border using a knife.

7. With a wooden stick bore a hole at the upper edge of the clay form. (Here you later fix the wire.)

8. For the angel's legs bore two more holes at the lower edge.

9. Place the soft-clay forms on baking paper. Allow to air-dry for 1 - 2 days (according to size).

10. Thread wooden balls to wooden sticks. Spray with golden and silver coloured paint and allow to dry.

11. To the dried clay forms apply paint using the stencil dabbers. 

Do the same with part of the wooden stars.

12. Allow paint to dry.

13. Bend black Aluminum wire to shape forming the angel's head and wings (side cutter/ round nose pliers).

14. Attach head/ wings from wire to the holes at the upper edge of the clay triangle. 

15. Additionally fix with hot glue (or crafting glue).

16. Cut wire to size for angel's legs and bend feet using the round nose pliers. 

Attach legs to clay form additionally using glue. 

17. Make angel's hair by twisting a piece of wire around a pen (or round nose pliers).

18. Attach wired hair to the angel's head with wire.

19. Attach wooden stars and jute bow to the angel's body.

20. For the star pendants thread wooden balls to a piece of aluminum wire and twist this around a piece of birch bark. 

21. At the upper end of the wire bend a loop and cut off.

22. To the lower end of the wire thread the clay star and fix the wire. 

23. Glue wooden stars.

Wooden Balls with Hole, raw, approx. ø 15 mm, hole approx. 4 mm, pack of 500 600886 alternatively

Wooden Balls with Hole, raw, approx. ø 20 mm, hole approx. 4 mm, pack of 12 601929 1

Wooden Balls with Hole, raw, approx. ø 20 mm, hole approx. 4 mm, pack of 500 600912 alternatively

Wooden Balls with Hole, raw, approx. ø 25 mm, hole approx. 5 mm, pack of 8 601930 1

Wooden Balls with Hole, raw, approx. ø 25 mm, hole approx. 5 mm, pack of 250 600923 alternatively

Birch Bark - Bundle, approx. 100 x 10 mm, approx. 28 - 30 pieces, natural 943650 1

Jute Yarn approx. ø 2 mm x 100 m, natural 580252 1

Wooden Stars Mixed Pack, approx. 13 - 33 mm, 70 parts, natural 507960 1

Recommended Tools
Rolling Pin - Mini,  approx. ø 40 x 230 mm 427194 1

Creall® Modelling Tools Set, approx. 14 cm, 14 assorted designs 494933 1

STEINEL® Glue Gun Gluematic 3002 319101 1

Glue Sticks, approx. Ø 11 x 200 mm, 25 pieces 301139 1

UHU Crafting Glue 90 g, transparent 300100 alternatively

Stencil Dabbers approx. ø 15/20/30/45 mm, set of 4 494232 1

Tools Required
Working pad (baking paper), paper, ruler, pen, rolling pin, sharp knife, scissors, round and 
bristle brush, water vessel, wooden stick, kitchen roll, round nose pliers, 
side cutter, scissors, hot glue gun with glue sticks

Have fun creating and enjoy! 
Your OPITEC Creative Team!
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